
Learning 
English with 

Mao!
Activity book for 4-5 year old.



Hello! 
My name is Mao and I’m your new 

friend and We’ll learn a lot together.

Please Write your name:

______________________
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Objectives: 

The objective of this booklet is to serve as an 
inspiration and motivation to every child who opens it.

To motivate kids to fall in love with the idea of learning 
English with the help of MAO!
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Who is Mao?
"MAO" is a character that was born in teacher Nancy Esther Ruiz’s English classroom, he was 
donated by a student, who never imagined the impact that a small cactus would make in the 

UNACENSE community. So small, he began his story as a pet that requires care in the office of the 
Faculty of Education and the Language Center, he was received with great fanfare, and everything 

was going very well until the vacations came and Mao was left without his beloved traveling 
companion for life, yes, the teacher went on vacation and he was left with a caregiver who soon 
began to notice that his little arms were sad and yellow, his traveling companion had left him. As 
soon as the teacher returned, she noticed that he needed help and took him to give hope to a 

group of ladies with similar characteristics, they, as well as the woman who gave him only two coins 
quoted in the bible, told him the most beautiful and hopeful things he had ever heard before. In 
making the evidence to recall that scenario, teacher Nancy Esther Ruiz took special note of one 

suggestion, a larger and more comfortable container. 
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Today MAO is a resilient, inspiring, transversal thread, hero, teacher, entrepreneur, pedagogical 
strategy, and a brand for LICEI and ULC. First entry students receive MAO as a brand of both 

programs from the virtual or face-to-face classroom of the teacher, explaining to them that they 
are the good soil and MAO is English. which is planted by personal decisions in their life projects and 

requires two hours a day of their valuable time so that they can be proficient in the foreign 
language. Specifically, it is based on Content and Foreign Language Integrated Learning, facilitating 
the meaningful learning of content through a foreign language (English), in which students get to 

improve their performance in the language through life experiences that are provided in learning the 
specific content. To carry out such an approach, it is not necessary to have total mastery of the 

foreign language, since, at a basic level, the application of the transversality of English can be 
achieved through the exchange of previous knowledge.
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Chapter  1 

My special family

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



My family members song

Scan this QR code 

and listen to the 

family finger song.
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Trace the 
family 

member’s 
name as 

appropriate.

Vocabulary

grandfather grandmother

fathermother

brother

baby

sister

pet
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Trace a line 
matching a 

family member 
name with the 

picture

sister

My awesome family!

mother

baby

grandmother

pet

father

grandfather

brother
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My family portraitFor this 
activity, you 
must draw 
your family, 

including your 
pet. 
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Bring your family 
pictures and 

stick their pictures 
in the cactus family 

tree.

Chapter 1 worksheet.
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Chapter 2

Colorful Mao

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



Vocabulary
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Vocabulary
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On sunny days he was happy
and his color was yellow,

his eyes shone
and his heart started beating fast!

On rainy days 
his color was blue,

because He felt very sad
Homesick and discouraged

His color was red
when someone made him angry,
his little hands began to sweat

and he wanted to scream!

Colorful Mao

Once upon a time, there was a 
cactus 

that looked like a chameleon
Depending on his mood, 
he changed his color!
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Gray was his color
when he was afraid,
In the dark night 

when he heard noises around him!

His color was pink
when he was in love 

and began to recite poems 
to bring down the stars and the moon.

Now, that calm comes 
and Mao is at peace, 
his color is green.

That’s the way he likes to be!

Colorful Mao
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Mao is …Do Mao’s faces and trace  the feelings

HAPPY

CALM

ANGRY SAD

IN LOVESCARED
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Draw and color each emotion where it belongs . 

Angry

Scared                 HappyCalm  

Sad
I am… Love
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Chapter 2 worksheet: How do you feel when…?  

Match each one with a line 
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Chapter 3

Learning to count

Scan code for this unit vocabulary 24



https://wordwall.net/resource/32020892

Vocabulary
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https://wordwall.net/resource/32020892

Vocabulary
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Cut and paste the 

right picture with the 

quantity 
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Fill with the 

respective color 

by number

4

3

1

2

5
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_______

How many yellow Maos are there?How many green Maos are there? How many pink Maos are there?

Chapter 3 worksheet.

_______ _______
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Chapter 4

The green Cactus

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



Vocabulary

Orange

Yellow

Blue

Red

Purple
White Black

Green

Pink
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If I say… 
Mao says Green!!!

You touch something 
green ☺

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lob3Q7TKmQQ

Mao says!

But If I don’t say… 
Mao says…

Don’t move 
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Color the cactus 
with the color 

that says in the 
pot. 
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Balloon Color Matching

Cut each circle and paste it in the correct balloon
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Chapter 4 worksheet.

1- Yellow
2- red 

3- green
4- blue 
5- purple
6-white

Fill the color 
by number
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Chapter  5

Shaping
with Mao

Scan this code for unit vocabulary



Vocabulary

triangle
square

rectangle circle
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Match the 
objects to the 
correct shapes
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Color the apple 
by shape using 
the next key
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Chapter 5 worksheet.

Count the 
shapes and color 

each one How many?
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Chapter 6

My body is
perfect

Scan this code for unit vocabulary



Vocabulary
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MOUTH

EYE

NOSE

EAR
HAIRThis is my face

Trace and say
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My faceCut and 
complete the 

face.
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HAND
LEGS

ARM EAR

MOUTH

EYE

TEETH

FOOT

NOSE

HEAD
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Match each
part to the

body
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HEAD

TOESSHOULDERS

KNEES

Listen the song
and repeat
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Chapter 6 worksheet. Match each part body correctly.
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Chapter 7

Mao´s school
supplies

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



Vocabulary

SCISSORS PENCIL RULER

BOOK ERASER BAG
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Vocabulary

GLUE CRAYONS DESK

CHAIR PENCIL CASE MARKERS
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School supplies - What is in your schoolbag?

Pencil

Eraser

Ruler
Book

Markers

Glue

Crayons

Cut and paste in the right 
spot!
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Choose and 
circle the 
correct 
option

scissors

pencil

rulerbag

scissors

bag

eraser

eraser

book

ruler

book

pencil
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Chapter 7 .Worksheet
This is my bagpack. It is Pink.

This are my scissors.
They are blue.

This is my pencil. It is red.

Read and circle the correct
answer. Then, color the box 

with the correct object´s name. 

Book

Paper

Eraser

Sharpener

Pencil

Pen
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Chapter 8

Delicious 
Fruits

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



watermelon

pear

bananas

strawberries

orange

pineapple

apple

grapes

Vocabulary
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Matching two 
parts with a 

line
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Trace the path 
to reach the 
twin fruit and 

color it.
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I like apples ! How about you?
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Chapter 8 Worksheet

Fruit Taste What I think about it

Juicy / sweet / sour

Juicy / sweet / sour

Juicy / sweet / sour

Juicy / sweet / sour

For this activity, students must bring different fruits and 
they’ll be able to share it and identify which fruit is it, the
different taste and say what they think about it.
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Chapter 9

My Sweet 
home

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



Vocabulary

Kitchen Bedroom Bathroom Dining room

Living room Studio Closet
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Color my 
house
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What is this? 

Kitchen

Living room

TV room

Closet

BathroomDining room

Garden

Bedroom

Choose
and circle

the
correct
opction:

Dining room

Kitchen

Studio

Dining room
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Chapter 9 Worksheet. 

Kitchen

Living room

TV room Garage

Bathroom

Dining room

GardenBedroom

Label the parts of the
house. Use the next words:
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Chapter 10

Amazing 
Animals

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



Vocabulary

HippoElephantLion

Zebra GiraffeTiger
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Vocabulary

HorseDuckCow

Pig Dog Bee
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Where do they live?

Match each animal 
with their house: 
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Color each animal with the colors you 
want and recognize which one is the :

- Dog
- Pig
- Cow

- Butterfly
- Rooster
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Make your own beautiful 
Panda

Carefully cut out these 
pieces and stick them 
together to make your  

own panda !
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Chapter 10 worksheet. Make a line to match the animals with their names.

Tiger 
Zebra
Monkey
Giraffe

Panda 
Elephant 
Lion
Rhino
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Chapter 11

Mao´s Transport

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



BusCarAmbulance

Helicopter

Submarine

Bicycle

Boat Sailboat

Plane
Rocket

Vocabulary
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Transportation sort
Air                                    Water                                    Land           

Color and 
draw a line 
from the 
vehicle to 

the place it 
travels.
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Twinkle twinkle traffic light
On the corner shining bright.

Red means, "Stop."
Green means, "Go."

Yellow means, "Drive very 
slow."

Twinkle twinkle traffic light
On the corner shining bright.

By Dream English Kids

Color the 
traffic lights

Let´s sing The 
Traffic light 

song
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Chapter 11 Worksheet
Make the next drawings in a big piece of

paper:

1. A road
2. A sky with clouds and the sun

3. The sea.

Print different transportation methods
and place them where it travels
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Chapter 12
My planet, 
my home

Let’s save the Earth with Mao!

Scan code for this unit vocabulary



Vocabulary

Paper bag

Earth
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Mao has some tips for you to save the planet!

turn off the lights 
when it's still sunny

Recycle

Save the water Use paper bags

Plant a tree

How can we save the planet?
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Create a poster with Mao!

1- Cut both of the earth faces .
2- Stick them in a big piece of paper.

3- Under the happy face you are going 
to draw things that make the planet 

happy.
4- Under the sad face you are going to 

draw things that harm the planet .
5- Last but not least, you’re going to 
make a drawing of yourself with Mao 

helping to save the planet.
6- Hang this poster in your bedroom. 
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Let’s take care of our Earth

Taking care of life on earth is not difficult to achieve, 
if we all realize that it is our great home.

Let's keep the air clean, also the soil and the water, 
let's conserve our flora and preserve the fauna.

There is no time to waste, tomorrow will be too late. 
Taking care of the planet and the earth, today we are 

all brothers!
-Mabel Russo
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Chapter 12 Worksheet- Sorting trash

Cut and paste the pictures in 
their correct bins.
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